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QUESTION 1

Dorian Is sending a digitally signed email to Polly, with which key is Dorian signing this message and how is Poly
validating It? 

A. Dorian is signing the message with his public key. and Poly will verify that the message came from Dorian by using
Dorian\\'s private key. 

B. Dorian Is signing the message with Polys public key. and Poly will verify that the message came from Dorian by using
Dorian\\'s public key. 

C. Dorian is signing the message with his private key. and Poly will verify that the message came from Dorian by using
Dorian\\'s public key. 

D. Dorian is signing the message with Polys private key. and Poly will verify mat the message came from Dorian by
using Dorian\\'s public key. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Jack, a professional hacker, targets an organization and performs vulnerability scanning on the target web server to
identify any possible weaknesses, vulnerabilities, and misconfigurations. In this process, Jack uses an automated tool
that eases his work and performs vulnerability scanning to find hosts, services, and other vulnerabilities in the target
server. Which of the following tools is used by Jack to perform vulnerability scanning? 

A. Infoga 

B. WebCopier Pro 

C. Netsparker 

D. NCollector Studio 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What piece of hardware on a computer\\'s motherboard generates encryption keys and only releases a part of the key
so that decrypting a disk on a new piece of hardware is not possible? 

A. CPU 

B. GPU 

C. UEFI 

D. TPM 

Correct Answer: D 
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The TPM is a chip that\\'s part of your computer\\'s motherboard -- if you bought an off-the-shelf PC, it\\'s soldered onto
the motherboard. If you built your own computer, you can buy one as an add-on module if your motherboard supports it.
The TPM generates encryption keys, keeping part of the key to itself 

 

QUESTION 4

Gerard, a disgruntled ex-employee of Sunglass IT Solutions, targets this organization to perform sophisticated attacks
and bring down its reputation in the market. To launch the attacks process, he performed DNS footprinting to gather
information about ONS servers and to identify the hosts connected in the target network. He used an automated tool
that can retrieve information about DNS zone data including DNS domain names, computer names. IP addresses. DNS
records, and network Who is records. He further exploited this information to launch other sophisticated attacks. What is
the tool employed by Gerard in the above scenario? 

A. Knative 

B. zANTI 

C. Towelroot 

D. Bluto 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Harper, a software engineer, is developing an email application. To ensure the confidentiality of email messages.
Harper uses a symmetric-key block cipher having a classical 12- or 16-round Feistel network with a block size of 64 bits
for encryption, which includes large 8 x 32-bit S-boxes (S1, S2, S3, S4) based on bent functions, modular addition and
subtraction, key-dependent rotation, and XOR operations. This cipher also uses a masking key(Km1)and a rotation key
(Kr1) for performing its functions. What is the algorithm employed by Harper to secure the email messages? 

A. CAST-128 

B. AES 

C. GOST block cipher 

D. DES 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

How does a denial-of-service attack work? 

A. A hacker prevents a legitimate user (or group of users) from accessing a service 

B. A hacker uses every character, word, or letter he or she can think of to defeat authentication 

C. A hacker tries to decipher a password by using a system, which subsequently crashes the network 
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D. A hacker attempts to imitate a legitimate user by confusing a computer or even another person 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Bob, an attacker, has managed to access a target loT device. He employed an online tool to gather information related
to the model of the loT device and the certifications granted to it. Which of the following tools did Bob employ to gather
the above Information? 

A. search.com 

B. EarthExplorer 

C. Google image search 

D. FCC ID search 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Vlady works in a fishing company where the majority of the employees have very little understanding of IT let alone IT
Security. Several information security issues that Vlady often found includes, employees sharing password, writing
his/her password on a post it note and stick it to his/her desk, leaving the computer unlocked, didn\\'t log out from emails
or other social media accounts, and etc. 

After discussing with his boss, Vlady decided to make some changes to improve the security environment in his
company. The first thing that Vlady wanted to do is to make the employees understand the importance of keeping
confidential information, such as password, a secret and they should not share it with other persons. 

Which of the following steps should be the first thing that Vlady should do to make the employees in his company
understand to importance of keeping confidential information a secret? 

A. Warning to those who write password on a post it note and put it on his/her desk 

B. Developing a strict information security policy 

C. Information security awareness training 

D. Conducting a one to one discussion with the other employees about the importance of information security 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Why is a penetration test considered to be more thorough than vulnerability scan? 

A. Vulnerability scans only do host discovery and port scanning by default. 

B. A penetration test actively exploits vulnerabilities in the targeted infrastructure, while a vulnerability scan does not
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typically involve active exploitation. 

C. It is not ?a penetration test is often performed by an automated tool, while a vulnerability scan requires active
engagement. 

D. The tools used by penetration testers tend to have much more comprehensive vulnerability databases. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

John, a professional hacker, decided to use DNS to perform data exfiltration on a target network, in this process, he
embedded malicious data into the DNS protocol packets that even DNSSEC cannot detect. Using this technique. John
successfully injected malware to bypass a firewall and maintained communication with the victim machine and CandC
server. What is the technique employed by John to bypass the firewall? 

A. DNS cache snooping 

B. DNSSEC zone walking 

C. DNS tunneling method 

D. DNS enumeration 

Correct Answer: C 

DNS tunneling may be a method wont to send data over the DNS protocol, a protocol which has never been intended
for data transfer. due to that, people tend to overlook it and it\\'s become a well-liked but effective tool in many
attacks.Most popular use case for DNS tunneling is obtaining free internet through bypassing captive portals at airports,
hotels, or if you are feeling patient the not-so-cheap on the wing Wi-Fi.On those shared internet hotspots HTTP traffic is
blocked until a username/password is provided, however DNS traffic is usually still allowed within the background: we
will encode our HTTP traffic over DNS and voil? we\\'ve internet access.This sounds fun but reality is, browsing anything
on DNS tunneling is slow. Like, back to 1998 slow.Another more dangerous use of DNS tunneling would be bypassing
network security devices (Firewalls, DLP appliances...) to line up an immediate and unmonitored communications
channel on an organisation\\'s network. Possibilities here are endless: Data exfiltration, fixing another penetration testing
tool... you name it.To make it even more worrying, there\\'s an outsized amount of easy to use DNS tunneling tools out
there.There\\'s even a minimum of one VPN over DNS protocol provider (warning: the planning of the web site is
hideous, making me doubt on the legitimacy of it).As a pentester all this is often great, as a network admin not such a lot
. How does it work:For those that ignoramus about DNS protocol but still made it here, i feel you deserve a really brief
explanation on what DNS does: DNS is sort of a phonebook for the web , it translates URLs (human-friendly language,
the person\\'s name), into an IP address (machine-friendly language, the phone number). That helps us remember
many websites, same as we will remember many people\\'s names.For those that know what DNS is i might suggest
looking here for a fast refresh on DNS protocol, but briefly what you would like to understand is:?A Record: Maps a
website name to an IP address.example.com ? 12.34.52.67?NS Record (a.k.a. Nameserver record): Maps a website
name to an inventory of DNS servers, just in case our website is hosted in multiple servers.example.com ?
server1.example.com, server2.example.comWho is involved in DNS tunneling?? Client. Will launch DNS requests with
data in them to a website .?One Domain that we will configure. So DNS servers will redirect its requests to an outlined
server of our own.?Server. this is often the defined nameserver which can ultimately receive the DNS requests.The 6
Steps in DNS tunneling (simplified):1. The client encodes data during a DNS request. The way it does this is often by
prepending a bit of knowledge within the domain of the request. for instance : mypieceofdata.server1.example.com2.
The DNS request goes bent a DNS server.3. The DNS server finds out the A register of your domain with the IP
address of your server.4. The request for mypieceofdata.server1.example.com is forwarded to the server.5. The server
processes regardless of the mypieceofdata was alleged to do. Let\\'s assume it had been an HTTP request.6. The
server replies back over DNS and woop woop, we\\'ve got signal. 
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QUESTION 11

What type of virus is most likely to remain undetected by antivirus software? 

A. Cavity virus 

B. Stealth virus 

C. File-extension virus 

D. Macro virus 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which rootkit is characterized by its function of adding code and/or replacing some of the operating-system kernel code
to obscure a backdoor on a system? 

A. User-mode rootkit 

B. Library-level rootkit 

C. Kernel-level rootkit 

D. Hypervisor-level rootkit 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Geena, a cloud architect, uses a master component in the Kubernetes cluster architecture that scans newly generated
pods and allocates a node to them. This component can also assign nodes based on factors such as the overall
resource requirement, data locality, software/hardware/policy restrictions, and internal workload interventions. 

Which of the following master components is explained in the above scenario? 

A. Kube-controller-manager 

B. Kube-scheduler 

C. Kube-apiserver 

D. Etcd cluster 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14
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Eric, a cloud security engineer, implements a technique for securing the cloud resources used by his organization. This
technique assumes by default that a user attempting to access the network is not an authentic entity and verifies every
incoming connection before allowing access to the network. Using this technique, he also imposed conditions such that
employees can access only the resources required for their role. 

What is the technique employed by Eric to secure cloud resources? 

A. Serverless computing 

B. Demilitarized zone 

C. Container technology 

D. Zero trust network 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

You are trying to break into a highly classified top-secret mainframe computer with highest security system in place at
Merclyn Barley Bank located in Los Angeles. 

You know that conventional hacking doesn\\'t work in this case, because organizations such as banks are generally tight
and secure when it comes to protecting their systems. 

In other words, you are trying to penetrate an otherwise impenetrable system. 

How would you proceed? 

A. Look for "zero-day" exploits at various underground hacker websites in Russia and China and buy the necessary
exploits from these hackers and target the bank\\'s network 

B. Try to hang around the local pubs or restaurants near the bank, get talking to a poorly- paid or disgruntled employee,
and offer them money if they\\'ll abuse their access privileges by providing you with sensitive information 

C. Launch DDOS attacks against Merclyn Barley Bank\\'s routers and firewall systems using 100, 000 or more
"zombies" and "bots" 

D. Try to conduct Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) attack and divert the network traffic going to the Merclyn Barley Bank\\'s
Webserver to that of your machine using DNS Cache Poisoning techniques 

Correct Answer: B 
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